Today, the 5th June is the second day of Shavuot/Pentecost which is celebrated by
all countries outside Israel. It’s the season when the wheat harvest is brought in,
signifying the great endtime harvest of souls from the nations of the earth. It’s a
time when the God of Heaven had an appointment to interact with His people in
the earth and impart to them what was needed to equip them for the next season
in His unfolding plan; a time when He marked them as His own set-apart
possession, bearers of His Word and of His Spirit and poured out as harvesters to
bless the nations of the earth! May you receive a fresh download of power and
revelation in these days and may you receive clarity as to your part in this great
harvest season.

As I was in worship today, I saw a
golden bowl with a spout and had the
sense that something was about to be
poured out. Then some kind of
whirlwind from heaven formed and
silver dollar seeds (like the ones
pictured on the left) were released in a
stream from Heaven to earth on the
wind.
I said ‘what are these?’ and the Lord
said, "dog-tags for my army – identity
discs for their day of release." . and
then I saw a hand with many keys and
He spun around and flung the keys
like arrows all across the earth.

It looked almost as if He was throwing a discus and I knew these keys were His
army with the names and identities He had given them. They came like pure silver
currency fresh from the refiner’s fire. He was releasing His refined and ready army
as keys that would open doors in the places to which He had flung them.
He was sending them as His heavenly currency, silver dollars, to engage in
interactions and transactions in the earth realm to unlock doors that had been
locked because of bureaucratic red tape in the spiritual realm over places. I saw
where the enemy had been keeping things held up with legal wrangling, these
people would walk in and operate with the authority of Heaven and overwrite what
his people had allowed to be written into contracts by the enemy, through lack of
understanding of Heaven’s purpose in the matter. Files would be closed and
matters speedily resolved and doors unlocked.
These people would be keys that would cause situations to turn towards Heaven’s
purpose and God’s will seemingly effortlessly. It was as if these keys were oiled so
there was no friction when they came into contact with the locks. The Hand of God
so moved them that doors sprung open suddenly. And behind them were startled
faces of those locked up, who had lost all expectation of release!
Then I heard the word ‘turnkey’ which means something ‘fully equipped; ready to go
into operation’ and had the sense that not only were these people who received
army dog-tags and names and identities, TURN-KEYS, but those whom were set
free suddenly by the turning of these keys would also be fully equipped and
immediately ready to go into operation as part of God’s kingdom plan.
So the words for this Pentecost are: RELEASE, RETURN and REVEAL!
RELEASE of names, assignments, destinations and power to reach them.
RETURN of prisoners, positions, place and purpose in the next phase of God’s
unfolding plan.
REVELATION of what and who has been held back behind closed doors until this
appointed season!
Be blessed!
Christine
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